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I'm addicted to electric pulses,
I'm addicted to electric pulses, 
How ? Let's see.
All decisions cutting of our voices,
All decisions running out by voices, Now, for me.

Oh, i'm incapable, i live for habit
Oh, i'm incapable, i live for habit
Just me.

Life's accountable if i don't grab it
Oh, life's accountable if i don't grab it
But, you'll see.

Aren''t you sick of being automatic?
Don't you wanna have it your way, always ?
Aren't you sick of being automatic ?
Somethings wrong with me,
I've gotta pull it out 

I'm changing, 
Turning corners,
This town aint big enough for me
I pushing all the problems
I'm stepping to the n'th degree

I'll write it down, i'm saying
"I can't stand it."
I'll write it down, i'm saying
"I can't stand it."
O-verly

'Cause i'm the hero of the automatics
Yeah, i'm the hero of the automatics
But, love me

Oh aren''t you sick of being automatic?
Don't you wanna have it your way, always ?
Aren't you sick of being automatic ?
Somethings wrong with me,
I've gotta pull it out 
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I'm changing, 
Turning corners,
This town aint big enough for me
I pushing all the problems
I'm stepping to the n'th degree

Oh aren't you sick of being automatic [x4]

I'm setting more examples
More than anyone would ever dream
I'm shaping, lighting candles
I'm drawing lines no-one can see
I'm sitting oh so upright
I'm taking every second down
I'm turning off the stat-way
I'm crying out the state i'm in
And now i've fallen outwards
I wanted everyone to see
My bodies bending backwards
While you're all bending over me

Oh, bending over me.
Yeah, bending over me.
Oh, bending over me.
[Bending over me]

Oh, i tried my best
I'm going anyway, you said 
"It's over"
Mistakes are made and i respect it's over
Oh, i tried my best
I'm giving in, 
A punch that means it's over
All the mistakes are running closer,
It's over now
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